This Supplemental Service Manual describes important information regarding the Expandable/Retracttable Sleep Deck. It has been included with the Primary Service Manual of your particular bed model (i.e. Zenith 9000 APS, Zenith 9000, Zenith 7000APS, Zenith 7000, Zenith 5000APS, or Zenith 5000). To avoid personal injury or damage to the bed, read this entire manual as well as all sections pertaining to your bed model in your bed’s Primary Service Manual before use.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
GF Health Products, Inc. is not responsible for typographical errors. All illustrations, specifications, packaging, and warranties contained in this Service Manual are based on the latest product information available at the time of printing. The most current product information can be found online at www.grahamfield.com.

Check all parts for shipping damage and test before using. In case of damage, DO NOT USE.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY AND WARNING INFORMATION

⚠️ WARNING: Read and follow all instructions. Care must be taken when adjusting your Slide-W-I-D-E Expandable/Retractable Sleep Deck. To avoid possible injury, keep hands clear of deck ends when expanding or retracting, especially near the headboard or footboard. To avoid pinching, the deck should only be adjusted from the side. Assist devices and mattress should be removed prior to adjusting the deck.

⚠️ WARNING: When expanding or retracting the deck, make sure to first remove the quick-release detent pins located on the underside of both sides of the foot deck and head deck. Make sure to re-insert the pins into the proper width holes before allowing patient into the bed to avoid injury to the patient and damage to the decks. Pins must be fully seated before any operation of the bed.

⚠️ WARNING: Caregivers should be aware that the corners of the deck system may extend slightly past the headboard and footboard at the corners. Care should be taken to avoid these areas when moving around the bed.

⚠️ WARNING: Patient body weight should be evenly distributed over the sleeping surface of the bed. DO NOT allow the patient to lie, sit, or lean in such a way that their entire body weight is placed only on the raised head or foot section, or only one side of the bed. This especially applies when repositioning or transferring a patient in or out of the bed. Increased risk may occur when the patient's size and/or weight are inappropriate for the bed's dimensions or weight capacity. See your service manual for proper Maximum Safe Working Load for your model bed.

FEATURES

- Expandable/Retractable deck quickly and easily adjusts to 35", 39", and 42" with two quick-release ball-detent pins on each side.
- Quick adjustment is ideal for moving through narrow doorways.
- All pins are attached to the bed with lanyards, eliminating lost parts.
- Wide headboards and footboards are available in both 39" and 42" widths (both sold separately).
- Rails and assist devices feature quick-release systems - no tools are required for assembly of these devices (refer to your bed model's Service Manual for more details).
SLEEP DECK POSITIONING

1. The Slide-W-I-D-E Expandable/Retractable Sleep Deck can be set to one of three widths:
   - Fully Retracted = 35"; Partly Expanded = 39"; and Fully Expanded = 42".
2. To adjust the deck position, first remove all four quick-release detent pins from the underside of both Head and Foot Decks by pulling out the pins by the small rings. Each detent pin is attached to a lanyard which is connected to a screw on the underside of the deck to prevent misplacement (see illustrations below).

3. Stand at the side of the bed and place your hands near the detent pin labels (your hands must be this widely spaced) and hold the entire left or right side of the expandable deck (not the ends). Pull the deck out toward you to expand, or push the deck inward toward center to retract. On the underside, align the desired hole position on the deck insert tubes with the single hole in the end of the mainframe cross tubes (see below).

4. **IMPORTANT:** Reinsert the detent pin in all four locations (A - D), ensuring the ball at the end of the detent pin extends through the other side of all four mainframe position holes.

View of underside of bed is shown below for reference only. Sleep deck positioning is performed while bed is upright.

---

Labels on deck sides indicate locations of 4 removable detent pins

REMOVE THE MATTRESS AND ASSIST DEVICES BEFORE ADJUSTING THE BED.

⚠️ **DO NOT ADJUST THE BED WHILE OCCUPIED BY PATIENT.**
HEADBOARD AND FOOTBOARD POSITIONS USING THE QUICK-RELEASE DETENT PINS

HEADBOARD INSTALLATION
1. The headboard has four pre-installed inserts on the inside surface.
2. Position two mounting tubes on the outside of the headboard with “L” facing inward toward center of bed. Align the mounting tube top holes with the headboard top holes.
3. Insert socket head cap screws from Panel Mounting Kit through top holes into headboard.
4. Insert a second set of socket head cap screws through third-from-top tube holes into headboard. Hand tighten only.
5. From both sides, insert the lanyard-attached detent pins through the frame holes as shown, ensuring the detent pin balls extend completely through rails.
6. At the head end, slide the mounting tube “L” portions into the main frame rail hollow ends.
   a. FOR 80" BED LENGTH: Slide the mounting tubes in until the first tube holes align with the first rail holes as shown below.
   b. FOR 76" BED LENGTH: Slide the mounting tubes in until the first tube holes align with the second rail holes as shown below.
7. Tighten the four screws with the hex key included in the kit.

FOOTBOARD INSTALLATION
1. The footboard has four pre-installed inserts on the outside surface.
2. Position two mounting tubes on the inside of the footboard with “L” facing inward toward center of bed. Align the mounting tube top holes with the footboard top holes.
3. Insert socket head cap screws from Panel Mounting Kit through top holes into footboard.
4. Insert a second set of socket head cap screws through fourth-from-top tube holes into footboard. Hand tighten only.
5. From both sides, insert the lanyard-attached detent pins through the frame holes as shown, ensuring the detent pin balls extend completely through rails.
6. At the foot end, slide the mounting tube “L” portions into the main frame rail hollow ends.
   a. FOR 80" BED LENGTH: Slide the mounting tubes in until the first tube holes align with the second rail holes as shown below.
   b. FOR 76" BED LENGTH: Slide the mounting tubes in until the first tube holes align with the third rail holes as shown below.
7. Tighten the four screws with the hex key included in the kit.

IMPORTANT:
76" OR 80" HEADBOARD AND FOOTBOARD POSITIONS MUST MATCH RETAINER AND WALLSAVER POSITIONS. SEE BED SERVICE MANUAL.
MATTRESS RETAINER INSTALLATION

1. The Slide-W-I-D-E Expandable/Retractable Sleep Deck features two sets of Mattress Retainers that are positioned at bed head and foot corners.

2. To install, position the mattress retainers above the sleep deck corners with ends perpendicular to the sleep deck surface and long crooked bent ends on outside as shown below.

3. Insert the rod ends into the appropriate 80" or 76" bed length holes as shown in detail at bottom right.

4. Once both ends are engaged, tilt each retainer toward the corner so that the retainer elbows rest on the deck.

IMPORTANT

MATTRESS RETAINERS MUST MATCH HEADBOARD, FOOTBOARD, AND WALLSAVER POSITIONS. SEE EACH BED MODEL’S SERVICE MANUAL.
SLEEP DECK SERVICE PARTS

1. Listed below are the only Slide-W-I-D-E Adjustable Sleep Deck service parts:
   - (1) Head Section Assembly, complete (one per bed required);
   - (1) Foot Section Assembly, complete (one per bed required);
   - (2) Knee Section, universal side piece (two per bed required); and
   - (2) Seat Section, universal side piece (two per bed required)

2. Head Section Assembly and Knee Sections must be installed before Seat Sections and Foot Section Assembly.
   Seat Sections and Foot Section Assembly must be disassembled before Head Section Assembly and Knee Sections.

3. Carriage bolts and nylock nuts, oriented as shown below, can be disassembled and assembled using 1/2” deep socket or 1/2” wrench.